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Growing health business through more sovereignty
with No-Q

 

The T-Systems Sovereign Cloud powered by Google Cloud leads the
way into the future with adaptive infrastructure costs - and creates the
framework for compliance.

The challenge
Following the challenges of the Covid pandemic, the tech company –
then operating as Vertical-Life in the climbing business – agilely
developed a sophisticated slot booking and resource management
solution. Subsequently, the system was used on a large scale for
coordinating Covid test and vaccination appointments. The new
scalable cloud solution also had to meet European compliance
regulations.

The solution
Within highly regulated healthcare environment, it is necessary to
comply with European and national regulations and to protect personal
data efficiently. The underlying Google Cloud was able to easily
handle the scalability requirements. With the additional sovereignty
controls provided by T-Systems, No-Q can also meet security and
privacy requirements.

The results
Today, 4,500 B2B customers, including 2,500 pharmacies, are
registered on the platform as providers of healthcare services. Now
that the Covid pandemic has subsided, it is additionally being used to
arrange other regular healthcare services, such as blood pressure
measurements, flu vaccinations, or medication analyses.

No-Q empowers healthcare providers to seamlessly
facilitate bookable and accessible services. With a
remarkable track record of processing over 76 million
bookings, our healthcare services platform has
emerged as a game-changer. Leveraging the
T-Systems Sovereign Cloud, we have found the ideal
platform to swiftly capitalize on a lucrative business

 opportunity while ensuring ongoing compliance.
Matthias Polig, CEO

About No-Q
The founders of No-Q are passionate climbers.
Since 2012 they have developed the company
Vertical-Life into the leading digital platform for
climbing. With No-Q, the team has created
another successful project, providing software
solutions for the healthcare market.
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About T-Systems International GmbH
With individual multi- and hybrid-cloud solutions,
we offer opportunities for more growth and
efficiency in the development of new business
models.
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